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NFLA media
releases –
April 2019:

(On NFLA
website.)
•

NFLA note over
70 Welsh
Councils oppose
waste repository

NFLA welcomes closer connections with European networks
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out of Nuclear Power
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NFLA note
further delays in
EDF’s EPR
projects in
Finland & France
NFLA welcome
joint letter with
CNFE & Alliance
of Regions over
Mochovce reactor
NFLA welcomes
NAO report
showing ‘dismal’
failing of MOD
waste legacy
NFLA frustrated
with delays to
submarine
dismantling
NFLA submits
views on site
evaluation for a
deep repository
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Irish EPA meeting on radiation safety issues
In

2017,

the

Irish

Environmental Protection
Agency

The NFLA Welsh Forum Chair Cllr
Galsworthy opens the joint meeting in
Menai Bridge

set

up

on Ireland of the UK’s

Network has nominated

nuclear programme.
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and the Friends of the
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local
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Dr

Paul

NFLA letters to the
media – April
2019:
• It is time for the
investor sector to
‘raise the bar’ for
climate change
investment
Further delays at
EPR construction
sites puts
question marks
on Hinkley C
NFLA notes further
delays have been
reported in building
EPR
reactors
in
France and Finland.
Both sites are now
getting to be over 8
years late and are
billions over budget.
There also remains
serious safety issues
to resolve. See the
NFLA’s website for
its views on this
matter.
Mayors for Peace
prepares for NPT
A Mayors for Peace
delegation will be at
the UN in New York
in May for the latest
Preparatory Conference of the NPT.
They will speak to
the full Conference
urging real action.
In Europe, further
discussions are also
taking place over
the creation of a
M4P
European
Chapter to drive its
work forward. As a
Vice President and
Lead City, Manchester is heavily involved
in this discussion.
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Major concerns raised over defence nuclear safety
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NFLA post-election reports – climate, SMRs, transport
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Forthcoming meetings of interest to NFLA members
NFLA Scotland
Forum, Dundee City
Chambers, May 10th

NFLA English
Forum, Leeds Town
Hall, June 21st

NFLA Steering
Committee, Central
Library, Manchester,
May 31st

NFLA Welsh and
Irish Forum
meetings being
arranged for June
and September

and

NFLA Steering
Committee and
Mayors for Peace
Chapter meeting,
Central Library,
Manchester, 20th
September

